
Executive Summary
• Record prices and rising interest rates fail to 

dampen demand for new build properties 
as all regions bounce back from last month’s 
double-digit drop.   

• The total number of people searching for new 
build properties increased by +11% in July 
in comparison with the previous month, with 
rises reported in every single region.

•  Searches for new build properties were 
highest in the North East (up +23% month-on-
month) and in the North West (+18% month-
on-month).   

•  Nationally, even luxury new build property 
searches experienced a +22% rise in July 
compared with June, with prospective buyers 
showing strong interest in South East England 
(+190%), South West England (+50%) and 
Wales (+100%).  

•  Help-to-Buy searches rebounded in July, rising 
+12% versus June, as prospective buyers 
rush to beat the October reservation deadline 
before the Help-to-Buy equity loan scheme 
ends. 

•  As the end of Help-to-Buy approaches, 
interest in Part Buy Part Rent (Shared 
Ownership) continues to show robust 
growth, with searches for Part Buy Part Rent 
properties rising +25% nationally in July in 
comparison with June. By region, the North 
East leads with a substantial +213% rise in 
search month-on-month, followed by London 
(+72%), Scotland (+55%) and South West 
England (+55%).

•  The average price of a new build property 
coming to market increased marginally to 
£348,049 in July, up by +0.3% from June 2022.

•  The West Midlands maintains its place in the 
UK’s top three new home search areas, for the 
second consecutive month:

1. South East of England  —  
7,326 new home buyer searches 

2. East of England  —  
6,289 new home buyer searches    

3. West Midlands   —  
6,046 new home buyer searches
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New Homes Index – Regional summary
Note: The WhatHouse? New Homes Index is based on data sourced from the 
WhatHouse? New Homes audience platform.  The Index uses data from approx. 
400,000 new home buyer searches across England, Scotland and Wales per year.

New Homes Index
July 2022 

North West
AVERAGE NEW HOME ASKING PRICE NEW HOME BUYER SEARCHES

West Midlands
AVERAGE NEW HOME ASKING PRICE

         £362,788     
NEW HOME BUYER SEARCHES

    6,046

Wales
AVERAGE NEW HOME ASKING PRICE

         £317,366     
NEW HOME BUYER SEARCHES

2,092 

South West
AVERAGE NEW HOME ASKING PRICE

     £335,416     
NEW HOME BUYER SEARCHES

    5,687

Scotland
AVERAGE NEW HOME ASKING PRICE

         £302,224     
NEW HOME BUYER SEARCHES

     3,728

North East
AVERAGE NEW HOME ASKING PRICE

         £271,154     
NEW HOME BUYER SEARCHES

   1,485 

Yorks & The Humber
AVERAGE NEW HOME ASKING PRICE

         £299,895     
NEW HOME BUYER SEARCHES

      3,994

East Midlands
AVERAGE NEW HOME ASKING PRICE

         £343,171      
NEW HOME BUYER SEARCHES

    6,289 

Greater London
AVERAGE NEW HOME ASKING PRICE

         £491,389     
NEW HOME BUYER SEARCHESS

    2,530

South East
AVERAGE NEW HOME ASKING PRICE

        £415,911     
NEW HOME BUYER SEARCHES

    7,326

East of England
AVERAGE NEW HOME ASKING PRICE

          £395,214       
NEW HOME BUYER SEARCHES

3,921 

Nationwide
AVERAGE NEW HOME ASKING PRICE

         £348,049      
NEW HOME BUYER SEARCHES

    48,310  For full WhatHouse? New Homes Index Report 
visit www.whathouse.com/newscentre

         £294,015          5,212



The number of house hunters searching 
for new build homes rose +11% in July – a 
sizeable increase over the previous month 
– with all regions registering an increase. 
Demand was especially high in the North 
East and the North West, where month-
on-month searches soared +23% and 
+18%, respectively. These positive results 
reflect a continuing high level of interest 
in moving to new build homes, despite 
the ongoing economic and political 
uncertainty, and especially in areas with 
comparatively affordable property prices. 
The average price of a new build property 
rose only marginally in July, up by +0.3% 
from June to £348,049.

Interestingly, even luxury property 
searches increased +22% nationally in 
July, despite a -67% drop in London – the 
largest search area, where the rising cost 
of living and affordability concerns are 
likely to be most notable. The increase in 
search demand for luxury four-bedroom-
plus new homes in areas such as South 
East England (+190%), South West 
England (+50%) and Wales (+100%) 
indicates that the trend for post-pandemic 
relocations based on new lifestyle 
requirements is still far from over.

Help-to-Buy searches also recovered 
well in July, increasing +12% nationally 
in comparison with June. The impending 
end of the popular Help-to-Buy equity 
loan scheme appears to be stimulating a 
final push among eligible home movers 
ahead of the final October reservation and 
December completion deadlines.

On a similar note, the end of Help-to-Buy 
also seems to be encouraging renewed 
interest in Part Buy Part Rent (Shared 
Ownership), with searches increasing 
+25% nationally in July versus June. Once 
again, interest was strong in the North 
East, which registered a sizeable +213% 
rise month-on-month. London (+72%), 
Scotland (+55%) and South West England 
(+55%) also enjoyed substantial PBPR 
search increases, suggesting that more 
and more people are keen to pursue this 
route into new home ownership as the 
year unfolds.
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Top 3 Search Growth Regions – July 2022

WhatHouse? Awards 2021 Best Luxury House: CB Homes.

Overview
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Daniel Hill,  
Managing Director, whathouse.com comments:

“This month’s positive data regarding new build searches highlights 
that predictions about a widespread collapse in the housing market are 
extremely premature. Demand – across all key sectors and all regions 
covered – remains robust.
High prices, rising interest rates and the general cost-of-living crunch 
may well cause buyer demand to gradually cool later this year. But 
for now, our search data shows that there is a continuing desire to 
move, and it seems that those who are in a position to buy are keen to 
act now rather than wait, perhaps in a bid to lock in more favourable 
fixed-term mortgage rates. New-build homes offer so many benefits 
compared with second-hand properties, including lower running, 
maintenance and repair costs, all of which help to keep monthly 
outgoings more manageable, which will be a key consideration going 
forward.” 

  

Dave Bexon,  
Non-Exec Director, whathouse.com comments:

“The results from the index for July make encouraging reading and 
demonstrate how robust the sector is at present , also how new 
homes are increasing their attractiveness to more and more buyers.  
The regional comparisons also reflect changing lifestyles and the 
continued migration to more rural areas. The latest interest rate rise will 
undoubtedly act as a brake to further price inflation however increased 
finance costs are mitigated by much reduced running costs compared  
to second hand homes.”

Whathouse.com’s View



Amy Taylor    
Sales Director, Sunningdale House Developments comments:

“July continued to exceed expectation, enquiries and sales remained strong. 
We are yet to experience the anticipated slowdown in market conditions. 
New enquiries were up again up, with a 9% increase from June. YOY sales 
continued to surpass predictions, with demand outstripping supply. 
That being said, we have noted a shift in demographic with a larger % 
of enquiries coming from First Time Buyers looking to meet the Help to 
Buy deadline. This was coupled with an increase in assisted move scheme 
reservations which would indicate the start of a cooling off within the second-
hand market. 
The general consensus remains to make hay while the sun shines. The 
option of new build remains an attractive proposition to buyers. There will 
undoubtedly be a cooling as the year progresses, the effects have not been 
as quick as predicted and presently we are yet to see this take effect. July 
for us saw the market remaining robust in adversity, and the sun is certainly 
continuing to shine!”
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Alex Leader 
Sales and Marketing Director, Rose Builders comments:

“Our own data confirms what the latest ‘What House New Homes Index’ is 
showing, with buyer activity increasing across all our developments. Normally, 
heading into the holiday season we would expect to see a dip in buyer activity. 
Due to the continued major imbalance between stock and demand, especially 
in the resale market, a race to take advantage of current rates as well as Help 
to Buy before it ends are all contributing to the continued increase in new home 
buyer activity. 
Despite several restrictive factors playing out in the economy, the thirst to buy 
continues at pace. This is evident from our strong forward sales position. Lately 
we have seen an increase in the more ‘traditional buyer’ who wouldn’t ordinarily 
look for a new home. With such an array of styles, designs, specifications, 
combined with minimal maintenance and the latest energy saving standards, 
even the most hardened traditional buyer is now seeing the benefits of new.
Our major issue now is delivery, not just in terms of construction but the actual 
bringing forward of new developments through the planning process, which is 
still so slow and complicated.
Demand for homes in the East of England continues to increase, this is of no 
surprise, as we have all the key ingredients needed for those searching for 
a better quality of life, a vast choice of new build homes with great schools, 
countryside and coast galore and easy connectivity to major urban cities  
and hubs.” 

Housebuilder’s View



Jo McDonagh    
Group Sales and Marketing Director, London Square comments:

“We are continuing to see a high level of interest from buyers across all our sites, 
from the heart of the capital at our London Square Bermondsey development 
in SE1, to our range of family houses and apartments in the Surrey commuter 
belt at London Square Walton on Thames. Buyers at all levels of the market are 
committed to finding a new home and there is still some pent-up demand as a 
result of the pandemic where many people put their daily lives on hold.  All our 
developments have excellent transport links and our houses and apartments 
are designed to accommodate people who are working part of the week in the 
office and the rest of the time from home. Although there have been interest 
rate rises, they are still at historically low rates. Recent increases in the cost of 
living have not yet impacted on levels of interest from buyers and any caution 
about energy costs tends to make people more likely to buy a new build home, 
which is more energy-efficient and has better insulation than an older home.”
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Andy Wren 
Sales and Marketing Manager, Marden Homes Limited comments:

“We have seen a steady influx of buyers committing to our developments 
in the South East of England. Our product is more towards the luxury 
end of the market which has continued its momentum, mainly due to 
the exodus from Central London locations. We are seeing a certain shift 
towards a work life balance with the working from home now a top priority 
for our customers. 
Our average time to sell has reduced and we are seeing a 50% off plan 
reservation level across our developments in multiple locations. Our 
customers seem keen to lock in their fixed mortgages and secure a home in 
a bid to beat any future rates rises”. 

Housebuilder’s View

Bianca Cullis    
Head of Sales and Marketing, Owl Homes comments:

“Our footfall and digital traffic has increased over the past month reflecting 
the findings outlined in the July Whathouse? Index. We have found recent 
inflation increase announcements have encouraged those decisive buyers to 
buy now rather than holding steady and missing out on better longer fixed 
term mortgage rates. Caution needs to be taken by media outlets to not 
prematurely predict a collapse in the housing market, understandably we 
will see a return to more consistent levels but the new build market remains 
sturdy. It is great to see the West Midlands is still in the top three searches 
for the second month showing there is definitely resilience in the region! New 
build homes are becoming buyers first choice when searching for their first 
home or next move as new building regulations will mean new builds are the 
stepping stone to pathing the way to being even more energy efficient, in a 
time when fuel and running costs are at an all time high.”  



Contact

If you have any questions about our research  
please get in touch.

Daniel Hill      
Managing Director     
dh@globespanmedia.com 

Jill Willis 
PR & Communications 
jill@attractandengage.co.uk

About the WhatHouse? New Homes Index
The WhatHouse? New Homes Index is based on data sourced from the whathouse.com new homes audience platform.  The Index is 
compiled using a sample representing approx. 400,000 new home buyer searches across England, Scotland and Wales per year and 
its findings are reflective of whathouse.com user experiences and geographic market share.  

The information and data in this report was correct at the time of publishing and every attempt is made to ensure its accuracy. 
However, it may now be out of date or superseded. Whathouse.com make no representation or warranty of any kind regarding the 
content of this report and accept no responsibility or liability for any decisions made by the reader based on the information and/or 
data shown here.

Stay up to date with the latest research from Whathouse.com at  

Whathouse.com/newscentre


